






How fabulous. You have an event to organise! 
This Party People range is curated for the no fuss client, perfect for the smaller budget 
but still enabling you to create a unique event. The flowers remain stylish and seasonal 
synonymous with the Wilde Thyme brand.  Designs are created with love by our 
design director and founder Clara Barthorp and hand made with skill and love by our 
expert in-house florists headed up by Franny.

We’re offering you:
THE lDOL - Classic timeless whites
THE SOFT-  Forever popular, blushing pinks 
THE DOLLY -  A colourful seasonal garden 

Optional extra.
For a 15% added overall include one more colour of your choice, maybe a soft blue, a 
daring red or dashing dark to add extra va-va voom. This can be arranged by emailing 
shop and we can certainly help by making suggestions. 

WILDLY LOVELY FLORAL DESIGN 
JOYOUS FLOWERS, WEDDINGS & 

EVENTS 



Please note that the flowers in the images below are subject to change as all our 
flowers are seasonal. 

THE IDOL 
RECEPTION 

Bud vase set £78
Small jam Jar set £135
Large jam jar set£165

      All are sold as a set of three with the vessels included

 Different sets can be bought so you
can start creating your own unique look.
To be used how you’d like. Along mantelpieces, bars, 
buffet tables, poseur tables.
On round tables, along long tables. Create different 
heights or have the same height.The configurations 
are endless minimalist or abundant they’ll be 
memorable and lovely. We are here on hand to help 
guide you.

RECEPTION 
Deluxe Statement Vase £150-200

For the bar, or any area you’d like to dress with 
some boom.



THE SOFT 
RECEPTION 
Bud vase set £78

Small jam Jar set £135
Large jam jar set£165

      All are sold as a set of three with the vessels included

Different sets can be bought so you
can start creating your own unique look.

To be used how you’d like. Along mantelpieces, bars, 
buffet tables, poseur tables.
On round tables, along long tables. Create different 
heights or have the same height.The configurations 
are endless minimalist or abundant they’ll be 
memorable and lovely. We are here on hand to help 
guide you.

  

RECEPTION 
Deluxe Statement Vase £150 

For the bar, or any area you’d like to dress with some 
boom.



THE DOLLY 
RECEPTION 
Bud vase set £78

Small jam Jar set £135
Large jam jar set£165

      All are sold as a set of three with the vessels included

Different sets can be bought so you
can start creating your own unique look.
To be used how you’d like. Along mantelpieces, bars, 
buffet tables, poseur tables.
On round tables, along long tables. Create different 
heights or have the same height.The configurations are 
endless minimalist or abundant they’ll be memorable 
and lovely. We are here on hand to help guide you.

For the bar, or any area you’d like to dress with some 
boom.

All flowers are subject to availability but please rest assured we pride ourselves on 
getting the best quality and variety of the prettiest blooms out there! If you would like 
to book in your initial free consultation or have any questions please get in touch here!
shop@wildethyme.com
After the initial free consultation, there are no more face to face
meetings all liaising and final details will be made via email. For the Wilde Couple & we 
cannot take requests on specific blooms.These florals maybe collected on the day of 
the wedding or delivered (for a fee)
Chose what you’d like, there is no minimum fee.
All vessels are yours to keep or gift at the end of the day so there



is no hire charge or bring back stress.
You are of course super welcome to hire tea lights, candlesticks and candles.
To secure your date we will require a 30% deposit.
We look forward to hearing from you.

X Team Wilde Thyme


